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Abstract. The node localization problem in mobile sensor networks
has recently received signiﬁcant attention. Particle ﬁlters, adapted from
robotics, have produced good localization accuracies in conventional settings, but suﬀer signiﬁcantly when used in challenging indoor and mobile
environments characterized by a high degree of radio irregularity. We
propose FuzLoc, a fuzzy logic-based approach for mobile node localization in challenging environments and formulate the localization problem
as a fuzzy multilateration problem, with a fuzzy grid-prediction scheme
for sparse networks. We demonstrate the performance and feasibility
of our localization scheme through extensive simulations and a proofof-concept implementation on hardware, respectively. Simulation results
augmented by data gathered from our 42 node indoor testbed demonstrate improvements in the localization accuracy from 20%-40% when
the radio irregularity is high.

1

Introduction

Wireless sensor networks are increasingly a part of the modern landscape. Disciplines as diverse as volcanic eruption prediction [1] and disaster response [2]
beneﬁt from the addition of sensing and networking. One common requirement
of many wireless sensor network (WSN) systems is localization, where deployed
nodes in a network endeavor to discover their positions. The precise location of
a pre-eruption tremor or of a patient in distress are two compelling examples of
the need for accurate localization.
In some cases, localization is simple. For smaller networks covering small areas,
ﬁxed gateway devices and one-hop communications provide enough resolution.
Larger networks may be provisioned with location information at the time of
deployment [3]. GPS is a viable option for small outdoor deployments where
cost and the power budget permit. However, in many common environments,
localization is very diﬃcult. GPS-based localization is not viable when the GPS
receiver can’t see the satellites. Signal strength-based solutions fail when there is
a high degree of RF multi-path or interference, like most indoor and urban environments. Mobility in these harsh environments further complicates the problem.
Some solutions for localization in harsh, mobile environments assume availability of high-precision clocks and specialized hardware. [4] and [5] rely on accurate measurement of TDOA and distance traveled. Radio interferometry localizes
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nodes to within centimeters in [6] in non-multipath environments. All of these
solutions rely on stable environments with low multi-path where a measured or
sensed range reliably predicts the actual distance between two nodes.
Harsh, mobile environments, however, fail to meet these assumptions. The
RSS-distance relationship [7] is inconstant and connectivity may vary dramatically. Assuming a predictable relationship between distance and RSS is
problematic due to errors induced by multi-path and fading. Connectivity information gathered by the nodes could actually be misinformation. In many cases,
compounding of errors may occur if the localization method relies on previous
location estimations.
Fuzzy logic oﬀers an inexpensive and robust way to deal with highly variable
RSS measurements made in noisy, uncertain environments. Empirical measurements are used to produce rules that the fuzzy inference system uses to interpret input. The output of this process recovers the actual value compensated
for variability in the local environment. We employ this basic technique in two
constituent subsystems of FuzLoc - the Fuzzy Non Linear System (FNLS) and
the Fuzzy Grid Prediction System (FGPS).
Our contributions include: i) a fuzzy logic-based method of building rule sets
that characterizes the local signal environment, ii) a fuzzy non-linear system
construct that uses these rules to convert extremely noisy RSS measurements
to locations using a mechanism that compensates for inherent error, iii) a fuzzy
grid prediction system that optimizes localization under conditions of low connectivity and low anchor density, iv) extensive simulations and comparisons to
state of the art algorithms and v) a proof-of-concept implementation on motes.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 motivates our work and Section 3
introduces the fuzzy logic-based framework. Section 4 evaluates the proposed
localization technique, followed by Conclusions in Section 5.

2

Motivation and Background

Several authors [8,9,10,11] have proposed Monte Carlo-based techniques, frequently used in robotics, for localization in mobile sensor networks. These localization techniques assume that a subset of nodes, called anchors, know their
location. Nodes and anchors move randomly in the deployment area. Maximum
velocity of a node is bounded but the actual velocity is unknown to nodes or
anchors. Anchors periodically broadcast their locations.
This paper is motivated by our interest in a localization technique for a mobile sensor network, deployed in a harsh environment and the set of interesting/
surprising results obtained from simulations of three state of the art localization
techniques for mobile sensor networks, namely MCL [8], MSL [9] and OTMCL [11].
Using the simulators developed by the authors of [8,9,11], a scenario assuming
highly irregular radio ranges was developed, typical of harsh indoor or extremely
obstructed outdoor environments. The irregularity in the radio range is modeled
in these simulators as a degree of irregularity (DoI) parameter [8]. The DoI represents the maximum radio range variation per unit degree change in direction.
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Fig. 1. (a) Radio patterns for two diﬀerent degrees of radio irregularity (DoI); (b) the
eﬀect of DoI on localization error in MSL, MCL and Centroid; and (c) the eﬀect of
anchor density on localization error, at DoI=0.4, for MSL, MCL and Centroid

An example is depicted in Figure 1(a). When DoI=0.4 the actual communication
range is randomly chosen from [0.6r, 1.4r].
Simulation results, for a network of 320 nodes, 32 anchors deployed in a 500 ×
500 moving at 0.2r (r, the radio range) are shown in Figures 1(b) and 1(c). Figure
1(b) demonstrates that the DoI parameter has a signiﬁcant negative eﬀect on
the localization accuracy. At DoI=0, both MCL, MSL and OTMCL achieve
localization errors of 0.2r and 0.5r. With an increase in the DoI to 0.4, their
localization error increases 400%. More surprisingly, as depicted in Figure 1(c),
at a high DoI value, an increase in the number of anchors has a detrimental
eﬀect on localization accuracy. This result is counter-intuitive since access to
more anchors implies that nodes have more opportunities to receive accurate
location information, as exempliﬁed by the performance of Centroid [12], in the
same ﬁgure. A similar observation is made in [10] although no further study was
performed. Our results suggest that samples get successively polluted with time,
since the nodes used for ﬁltering the samples may not be actual neighbors. The
number of polluted samples increases with increasing anchor density.
The challenges identiﬁed above were partially addressed in recent work in
sensor network node localization [13] that makes use of variables typical of rangebased localization techniques (e.g., RSSI) to improve the accuracy of range-free
techniques. In a similar vein, we propose to formulate the localization problem as
a fuzzy inference problem using RSSI in a fuzzy logic-based localization system
where the concept of distances used are very loose, such as “High”, “Medium”
or “Low”.
2.1

Related Work

Existing work can be classiﬁed as range-based or range-free although a few techniques do not fall cleanly into these categories.
Range-based Localization Methods: These methods require an estimate of
the distance or angle between two nodes to localize and may operative with both
absolute and relative coordinate systems. A frequent requirement is the presence
of at least three anchors so that necessary uniqueness and geometric constraints
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are satisﬁed. GPS is a familiar range-based method that uses the time of arrival
of signals from satellites to obtain a precise location in latitude-longitude format.
Some methods use surveying to predetermine RSSI values at any point in the
area of deployment. Many solutions use time diﬀerence of arrival (TDoA) [4]
[5]. For all of these methods, typical drawbacks include additional hardware,
higher computational loads, increased node size, higher energy consumption and
increased cost. A lighter weight solution leverages existing cellular telephony
networks. Fuzzy logic is used to locate cellular phones in a hexagonal grid in a
cellular network [14]. It assumes a ﬁxed number of anchors but handles mobility
very well. The computation and reﬁning are not suitable for resource-constrained
embedded sensors.
Range-free Localization Methods: Hop counting is a technique frequently
used in these scenarios. A major drawback for hop-counting is that it fails in
networks with irregular topologies such as those with a concave shape. Mobility
incurs large overhead since all the hop counts will have to be refreshed frequently.
APIT is a similar method which divides the area of deployment into triangles
formed by anchors and then estimates the location. It assumes a large anchor
density and higher radio ranges for the anchor nodes. An advantage is, however,
that extremely low computational resources are needed. Both methods introduce large errors for ad-hoc networks. A hybrid method [13] that uses RSS and
connectivity is worthy of note.
2.2

Background

Fuzzy logic has been applied in robot localization [15,16], because it reworks
classical set theory and enables it to have non-rigid, or fuzzy, set boundaries.
A fuzzy set, sometimes called fuzzy bin, is deﬁned by an associated function
μ(x), which describes the degree of membership of a crisp number in the set.
A crisp number can belong to more than one fuzzy set at a given time, with
varying degrees of membership. A fuzzy number is a special fuzzy bin where
the membership is 1 at one and only one point. A fuzzy number represents a
multi-valued, imprecise quantity unlike a single valued traditional number. One
popular μ(x) function, depicted in Figure 2(a), is the triangular membership
function:
⎧
0
if x < a
⎪
⎪
⎨
(x − a)/(b − a) if a ≤ x ≤ b
μ(x) =
(1)
(c − x)/(c − b) if b ≤ x ≤ c
⎪
⎪
⎩
0
if x > c
where (a, b, c) deﬁnes a triangular bin. As shown, the W EAK fuzzy set can be
represented as (-90,-70,-50) and M EDIU M as (-70,-50,-30). A crisp number,
RSSI = -55dBm has a membership of 0.25 in W EAK and 0.75 in M EDIU M .
A fuzzy system is deﬁned by a set of fuzzy rules which relate linguistic variables in the form of an IF-THEN clause. Typically the IF clause contains the
input linguistic variable (e.g., RSSI) and the THEN clause contains the output
linguistic variable (e.g., DISTANCE).
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Fig. 2. (a) A triangular membership function µ(RSSI) consisting of three bins. A fuzziﬁed RSSI value of -55 pertains to two bins, W EAK and M EDIU M , with degrees of
membership of 0.25 and 0.75, respectively; (b) Representation of a fuzzy location, using
two triangular membership functions; and (c) a sensor node S with fuzzy coordinates
X and Y , to be located using three anchors positioned at (x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ) and (x3 , y3 ).

3

A Fuzzy Logic-Based Node Localization Framework

The two dimensional location of a node can be represented as a pair (X, Y ),
where both X and Y are fuzzy numbers, as depicted in Figure 2(b). This section develops the theoretical foundation behind the computation of this fuzzy
location, using imprecise and noisy RSSI measurements labeled as “HIGH”,
“MEDIUM” or “LOW”.
3.1

Fuzzy Non Linear System (FNLS)

As depicted in Figure 2(c), consider a node s about to be localized, in the vicinity
of three anchor nodes Aj (j = 1, 3). Each anchor node is equipped with a set of
fuzzy rules that map fuzzy RSSI values to fuzzy distance values:
Rule i: IF RSSI is RSSIi THEN DIST is Disti
where RSSIi and Disti are fuzzy linguistic variables (e.g. LOW , M EDIU M ,
HIGH) and “is” means “is a member of”.
For a more general case, when the node S is within radio range of n anchors,
the node localization problem can be formulated as a fuzzy multilateration problem. The following:
F1 = (X − x1 )2 + (Y − y1 )2 − D12 = 0
F2 = (X − x2 )2 + (Y − y2 )2 − D22 = 0
...

(2)

Fn = (X − xn )2 + (Y − yn )2 − Dn2 = 0
deﬁnes a non-linear system of equations describing the relation between the
locations of the nodes and anchors and the distances among them. The variables
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Fig. 3. The fuzziﬁcation process for an input RSSI value of -62dB. In this example, the
fuzzy rule base maps this value through two rules: “Rule i: IF RSS is WEAK, THEN
distance is LARGE” and “Rule j: IF RSS is MEDIUM, THEN distance is MEDIUM”.

X, Y and Dk (k = 1, n) are fuzzy numbers, while (xk , yk ) (k = 1, n) are crisp
numbers. The objective is to minimize the mean square error over all equations.
FIS Subsystem. A deﬁnition of the process of obtaining the fuzzy distances
Dk is needed before solving the system of equations. This process, called fuzzy
inference, transforms a crisp RSSI value obtained from a packet sent by a node
and received by an anchor into a fuzzy number, i.e., distance Dk between node
and anchor. Figure 3 depicts an example for the fuzzifying process. As shown, an
RSSI value of -62dBm has diﬀerent membership values μ(RSSI) for the fuzzy
bins W EAK and M EDIU M . The two fuzzy bins, in this example, are mapped
by a fuzzy rule base formed by two fuzzy rules: “Rule i” and “Rule j”. These two
fuzzy rules deﬁne the mapping from the RSSI fuzzy sets to the DIST fuzzy sets.
As shown in Figure 3, the two fuzzy rules indicate the membership μ(DIST ) in
the distance domain. Pi and Pj indicate the center of gravity of the trapezoid
formed by the mapping of the RSSI into fuzzy bins M EDIU M and LARGE,
respectively.
Typically, a single RSSI value matches multiple fuzzy rules. Let’s assume that
the fuzzy rule base maps an RSSI value to a set of m fuzzy DIST bins. The set
of centers of gravity Pl (l = 1, m) is denoted by P = {P1 , P2 . . . Pm } in Figure 3.
The intuition for computing the output as a fuzzy number Dk derives from the
center-average defuzziﬁcation method as follows: First, calculate the centroid of
all points in P - call it Pc . Next, take the centroid of all the points in P whose
abscissa is less than that of Pc i.e., L = {Pn |x(Pn ) ≤ x(Pc )}. Similarly, G =
{Pn |x(Pn ) ≥ x(Pc )} is the set of points whose abscissa is greater than that of P .
The abscissae of three points P , L and G represent the resulting fuzzy distance
Dk , formally described as:
 
Dk = (a, b, c) =

Ln
|L|




, (Pc )x ,
x

Gn
|G|

 
(3)
x

In order to solve the non-linear system of Equations 2, in two fuzzy variables,
the fuzzy variant of the iterative classical Newton method based on the Jacobian
matrix [17,18] is used. To accomplish this, the fuzzy numbers are expressed in
their parametric form X = (X, X) where X and X are continuous bounded
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non-decreasing and non-increasing, respectively, functions. These functions effectively represent the “left half” and “right half” of the membership function.
For a triangular membership function, such as deﬁned in Equation 1 and
depicted in Figure 2(a), a parametric representation in r ∈ [0, 1] is X = (a +
(b − a)r, c − (c − b)r). The system of Equations 2 are, therefore, represented in
the parametric form. Without any loss of generality, assume that X and Y are
positive. Then, each Fn in Equation 2 can be split into:
Fn = (X − xn )2 + (Y − yn )2 − Dn 2 = 0
2

Fn = (X − xn )2 + (Y − yn )2 − Dn = 0

(4)

The Jacobian J is constructed as:
⎡

F1 X
⎢ F1X
⎢
⎢F
⎢ 2X
⎢
J = ⎢ F2X
⎢
⎢ ...
⎢
⎣ Fn X
FnX

F1 X
F1 X
F2 X
F2 X
...
Fn X
Fn X

F1 Y
F1Y
F2 Y
F2Y
...
Fn Y
FnY

F1 Y
F1 Y
F2 Y
F2 Y
...
Fn Y
Fn Y

⎤

⎤
⎡
0
2(Y − y1 )
0
2(X − x1 )
⎥ ⎢
0
2(X − x1 )
0
2(Y − y1 ) ⎥
⎥ ⎢
⎥
⎥ ⎢
⎥
0
2(Y − y2 )
0
⎥ ⎢ 2(X − x2 )
⎥
⎥ ⎢
0
2(X − x2 )
0
2(Y − y2 ) ⎥
⎥=⎢
⎥
⎥ ⎢
⎥
...
...
...
...
⎥ ⎢
⎥
⎥ ⎣
⎦
0
2(Y − yn )
0
2(X − xn )
⎦
0
2(X − xn )
0
2(Y − yn )

(5)

The initial guess (X0 , Y0 ) is computed from the average of the coordinates of the
anchors. Deﬁne a matrix F = [F1 F1 F2 F2 . . . Fn Fn ]T . (X0 , Y0 ) is updated
in increments at every iteration by calculating an update matrix Δ using the
matrices J and F evaluated at the current values of X and Y :
⎡
⎤
⎤ ⎡
h(r)
X(r)t −X(r)t−1
⎢ h(r) ⎥ ⎢ X(r)t −X(r)t−1 ⎥
−1
⎥
⎥ ⎢
Δ=⎢
(6)
⎣ k(r) ⎦ = ⎣ Y (r)t −Y (r)t−1 ⎦ = −J F
t
t−1
Y (r) −Y (r)
k(r)
The process is repeated until Δ converges to 0 within .
3.2

Fuzzy Grid Prediction System (FGPS)

In mobile sensor networks with low anchor densities, it might frequently be the
case that a node does not have enough anchors for multilateration. To address
this problem we extend our fuzzy logic-based localization framework to predict
an area, e.g., a cell in a grid, where the node might be. The idea is inspired from
cellular systems [19]. We propose to virtualize the anchors, so that a node is
within a set of Virtual Anchors at any point in time.
Consider the area in which the network is deployed to be subdivided into a
grid of G cells, as depicted in Figure 3.2. We denote the probability that a node
S is in a cell j (j = 1 . . . G) by pj . To infer these probabilities, we construct a
fuzzy system, whose input is the distance dj between S and the center of cell
j, and the output is a scalar 0 < pj < 1 for each j. The key idea is that the
nearer a node is to the center of the cell, the more likely it is that the node can
be found in that cell. A rule in our fuzzy system is as follows:
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Fig. 4. A sensor S and the grid cells in its vicinity, is within radio range of anchor A3

Rule i: IF (DISTgrd1 is Di1 ) and . . . and (DISTgrdG is DiG ) THEN
(P ROBgrd1 is Pi1 ) and . . . and (P ROBgrdG is PiG )
where Dij is the fuzzy bin representing the distance between the node and the
center of cell j, and Pij is the fuzzy bin representing the probability that node
S is in cell j.
For each rule i, we calculate pj by ﬁrst fuzzifying dj , applying it to the rule,
and then defuzzifying the aggregate, as we described in Section 3.1. Once the
most probable cell is found, the location of the node can be computed as the the
intersection between this cell and the circle deﬁned by the anchor.
It is paramount to remark that we can obtain pj only if the node S has at least
one anchor in its vicinity, i.e., we can estimate Dij . The technique we propose
for estimating Dij is described in the Virtual Anchors section below. Before
proceeding, we describe how to update pj when no anchor is in the vicinity of
node S. Since there is a high correlation between the current and previous cell a
node is in, we construct a Recursive Least Squares [20] ﬁlter which predicts the
cell in which the node S might be. For each cell j, we store m previous samples
of pj which serves as input to the ﬁlter.
Virtual Anchors. The fuzzy system requires that we calculate the distance
from the node to the virtual anchor. We have to ﬁnd the average distance instead,
because we do not know the node’s location. These average distances can be
calculated only when at least one anchor is in the node’s vicinity. The locus of
the node around the anchor is a circle with radius as the radio range and center
as the location of the anchor; the average distance to a virtual anchor can be
easily calculated as the average of the distances between the virtual anchor and
each point on this circle.

4

Performance Evaluation

Implementation. We implemented the FIS subsystem on EPIC motes running
TinyOS 2.1 with an onboard CC2420 radio. The localization system was conﬁgured with 8 bins each for the distance and the RSSI, with ten preset rules. Upon
receiving a message, the motes would read the RSSI from the radio and proceed
to defuzzify it into a distance. This basic functionality was accomplished with
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Fig. 5. (a) The DoI model with three points of interest: although A and B are equally
distant, their RSS values diﬀer signiﬁcantly in our EDoI model; and (b) RSSI vs.
distance for the radio model used in the simulator, at DoI=0.4 and 0

285 lines of code, occupying 19,932B in ROM and 1,859B in RAM (including the
code required to send and receive messages over the radio). The FIS subsystem
results were similar within rounding errors to those of the simulator’s, with identical rules and binning. To the best of our knowledge, no mobile wireless sensor
testbeds are available for public use. For the sake of repeatability of results and
because of lack of mobile testbed infrastructure, we evaluate the performance of
our localization scheme through extensive simulations. We use the data gathered
from our static 42 node indoor testbed, as shown in Figure 8(b), for validating
the FIS subsystem performance.
Simulation. Our proposed fuzzy logic-based localization system was implemented as an extension of the simulator provided by the authors of [8]. For
performance evaluation, we compare FuzLoc, our solution, with MCL, MSL,
Centroid and a “Perfect FuzLoc” algorithm, which is fuzzy multilateration with
a theoretical ∼0% uncertainty in the ranges. These choices are justiﬁed by the
fact that the we wanted to evaluate our solution against state of art Monte
Carlo based solutions, as well as simpler techniques (e.g., Centroid), and demonstrate the advantages of our solution. We chose not to compare our solution
against solutions that use additional hardware, such as OTMCL [11] which uses a
compass.
Since our fuzzy logic-based localization technique makes use of the RSSI, we
extended the DoI model [21]. In our EDoI model, the RSSI at the connectivity
range predicted by the DoI model is associated with the minimum achievable
received power at a receiver, i.e., receiver sensitivity. As shown in Figure 5(a),
for points A and C (evaluated by the DoI model at the maximum radio ranges
in two diﬀerent directions), in our DoI model the RSSI is equal to the receiver
sensitivity, -94dBm. For point B, we apply a log-normal fading model, such
that the RSSI at point C (in the same direction as point B) is equal to receive
sensitivity -94dBm. The predicted RSSI at point B is thus -60dBm. Formally,
our EDoI model computes the RSSI, as follows:
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log10 d
log10 [r(1 + DoI × rand())]

(7)

where Si is the receiver sensitivity, r is the ideal radio range, DoI is the radio
degree of irregularity and rand is a random number U[0, 1].
We simulate a set (N) of 320 sensor nodes deployed in a 500 × 500 area.
Of the 320 nodes deployed, 32 nodes are designated anchors (set S). The radio
range (r) of a node is 50 and the default DoI is 0.4. We chose these simulation
parameters for consistency with results reported in [8], [9]. The default receiver
sensitivity (Si ) is -94dBm, and a plot depicting the predicted RSSI by our EDoI
model, is shown in Figure 5(b). The default maximum node velocity is to 0.2r.
This velocity has been reported in [8] and conﬁrmed in [11], to be optimal. We
investigate the performance of all solutions for node velocities up to 0.5r. The
results are averaged over all nodes over 10 runs, with each node taking 50 steps
per run for a total of atleast 16000 trials per data point. The default setup uses
10 fuzzy triangular bins and the defuzziﬁcation method is center-average. The
fuzzy location is defuzziﬁed into a crisp location by considering only the center
values of the abscissa and the ordinate.
Radio Irregularity. We performed simulations for diﬀerent DoI values with
all other parameters kept constant. Figure 6(a) depicts our results, indicating
the deterioration in localization accuracy of MCL and MSL. The eﬀect of compounded errors due to polluted samples (incorrectly computed locations which
are used to compute the location in future iterations) has been investigated as
the “kidnapped robot problem” [22] in robot localization. The kidnapped robot
test veriﬁes whether the localization algorithm is able to recover from localization failures, as signiﬁed by the sudden change in location due to “kidnapping”.
It has been shown that such uncorrected algorithms collapse when the observed
sample is far from the estimated sample. MSL demonstrates an even more pronounced eﬀect, since it also uses non-anchor neighbors for ﬁltering, thus leading
to even more pollution.
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Maximum Node Velocity. We investigate the eﬀect of maximum node velocity
on localization accuracy, for velocities up to 0.5r, a reasonably fast moving speed.
The performance results are depicted in Figure 6(b). MCL and MSL assume that
nodes know their maximum velocity. Hence, they use the velocity as a ﬁltering
condition, which improves their performance. Moreover, high velocity means
having more anchors to ﬁlter against, leading to the freshening of samples at
every instance. Figure 6(b) shows that MCL and MSL decrease their localization
error from 1.4r to 0.9r, and 1.9r to 1.4r, respectively. Since Centroid and FuzLoc
do not use the velocity, their performance is not expected to improve. Figure 6(b)
indicates that their performance is not deteriorating.
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Fig. 7. Localization accuracy as aﬀected by (a) anchor density at DoI=0.4 (N=320,
v=0.2r); and (b) node density (S=32, v=0.2r, DoI=0.4)

Anchor Density. Anchor density is a critical parameter for anchor-based localization schemes. Figure 7(a) displays the impact of anchor density on the localization schemes where the number of anchors varies from 10% (32 anchors) to 50%
(160 anchors), and the DoI is constant at 0.4. The accuracy of MCL and MSL
deteriorates because an increase in anchor density is associated with an increase
in the number of polluting sources. The mismatch of observed and actual radio
ranges causes spurious anchors to appear as node’s direct and indirect seeds. MSL
considers non-anchor neighbors, hence it experiences higher pollution. Centroid
performs better with increasing anchor density, as expected. FuzLoc also has a
decrease in localization error, with a larger number of anchors. We observe that
FuzLoc is not greatly aﬀected by DoI and ranging errors.
Node Density. For this performance evaluation scenario we maintained the
percentage of anchors ﬁxed at 10%. As shown in Figure 7(b), the evaluated algorithms either suﬀer or are unaﬀected. None of the localization algorithms beneﬁts
from an increase in the node density. As shown, Centroid and FuzLoc are not
substantially aﬀected, except by the inherent randomness in simulation. MCL
considers indirect seeds for sampling, hence a high node density means more
anchors are misreported as indirect seeds. MSL considers non-anchor neighbors,
hence at high node densities, it experiences a huge amount of sample pollution.
While non-anchor neighbors help MSL to improve accuracy at low DoI, they
become harmful at higher DoI values.
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Fig. 8. (a) Localization accuracy as aﬀected by the number of fuzzy bins (N=320,
S=32, v=0.2r, DoI=0.4); (b) Performance of the FNLS FIS subsystem based on the
simulated EDoI radio model; and (c) Performance based on real data gathered from
our indoor testbed

Number of Bins. The number of bins in the fuzzy system is a design parameter
- the greater the number of bins, the higher the accuracy of the system. Our
evaluation of the inﬂuence of the number of bins is depicted in Figure 8(a).
As shown, as the number of bins increases, the localization error of FuzLoc
decreases. This is because more and more RSSs ﬁnd a bin with high membership.
The change in the number of bins, is expected to not aﬀect MCL, MSL, Centroid,
or even Perfect FuzLoc. Figure 8(a) shows that the aforementioned schemes
remain invariant whereas FuzLoc experiences decreasing error with an increase
in the number of bins.
FIS Performance. Real data gathered from our testbed (42 nodes deployed
over a 600 sq.ft. indoor multipath environment) was used to evaluate the radio
model and the FIS used in the simulator, by comparing the accuracy of the FIS
subsystem as shown in Fig. 8(b) and Fig. 8(c). Figure 8(b) shows the performance
of the FNLS FIS engine. Input distance on the X axis is translated into an RSS
which is then defuzziﬁed into a distance on the Y axis. Figure 8(c) is similar
except that the RSS is extracted from the real dataset. After training the system
with 30 random RSS-Distance pairs, RSS values deduced from distances were fed
into the system so that a distance should be inferred. The straight line shows the
ideal case. The FIS is somewhat eﬃcient, except at the fringes, where the fuzzy
system was not found to be trained due to the limited number of rules. With
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more rules, the system becomes more and more eﬃcient. This result indicates
the resiliency of FuzLoc to ranging errors.
Overhead. A typical FIS does not require signiﬁcant storage capacity. If there
were 8 bins, for example, a single byte could represent a bin. Hence, each FNLS
rule requires just 2 bytes of storage. Typically, an anchor creates approximately
30 rules during the period of deployment which translates to 60 bytes of storage. The FGPS FIS however, requires 50 bytes for each rule (25 bins in the
input, 25 in the output). Note that regular nodes do not store rules, only the
anchors store rules. Moreover, due to the nature of the triangular bin shapes,
simple calculations are required in order to (de)fuzzify. MCL requires at least 50
weighted samples for low localization error. Centroid does not store any history
and thus has the smallest storage requirement. Amorphous stores announcements made by the anchors which are ﬂooded throughout the network. If there
are 320 nodes, 32 of which are anchors, MCL requires each node to store 50 samples - (50 × 4 × 2 × 320) = 128, 000B. Fuzzy on the other hand requires around
1,500 bytes for FGPS and around 60 for FNLS, which sums up to roughly 50%
of the storage MCL requires. We note here that communication overhead is very
similar among all evaluated localization techniques.

5

Conclusions

We have proposed FuzLoc, a fuzzy logic based localization method for harsh
environments. The constituent systems use fuzzy multilateration and a grid predictor to compute the location as an area. Our method has been evaluated based
on a variety of metrics. They prove that it is resistant to high DoI environments
while providing a low localization error without any extra hardware. Only anchors need to have a slightly higher storage requirement. A deployment with
more anchors at high DoI decreases the error. FuzLoc’s principle limitation
is that it does not work very well in static networks unless the anchors have
pre-loaded fuzzy rules or the anchors have a large radio range. The distributed
protocol requires some amount of data to be transmitted. This could be problematic in networks populated by resource-constrained nodes. Future work includes
a module for iteratively redesigning the fuzzy bins to optimize based on network
characteristics.
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